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Advanced Email Protection
for Microsoft 365
Keep your business safe from known and
emerging email threats.
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Traditionally, email security solutions focused on protection against malware, viruses and threats
distributed via spam. Today, email threats have evolved, and fraudsters employ more sophisticated techniques, such as social engineering, impersonation and targeted spear-phishing attacks, to
bypass traditional email security checks. Signature-based email protection engines are no longer
enough on their own to protect businesses from these advanced attacks.
Advanced Email Protection for Microsoft 365 is an email security solution designed to protect your
organization from sophisticated, real-time email threats. It uses multiple industry-leading email
scanning engines to prevent spam, viruses, malware and phishing from reaching your mailboxes.

Advanced Email Protection offers small and medium-sized businesses enterprise-level security
that is affordable, reliable, and easy to deploy, use and configure.

FEATURES
Multiple industry-leading
email security engines for
comprehensive protection
against known, unknown
and emerging threats

Sophisticated antiphishing and targeted
attack protection
capabilities

"Zero hour" protection
against emerging email
threats through
URL live-scanning

Marketing (graymail)
management helps
users prioritize
important messages

Point-of-click protection
against malicious links with
Intermedia LinkSafe™

Simple, intuitive creation
and management of
email rules and policies
in a single interface

User and admin
quarantines or immediate
delivery to the Junk Email
folder through tight mailbox integration with
Microsoft 365

Worry-Free Experience™
with 24x7 expert support
(TSIA Rated Outstanding
and J.D. Power Certified)

COMPREHENSIVE, MULTI-LAYERED PROTECTION AGAINST MALWARE,
TARGETED ATTACKS AND UNKNOWN EMAIL THREATS
Advanced Email Protection is a cloud-based email security solution that uses
multiple engines to stop spam, phishing, and all types of known, unknown and
emerging malware. It benefits from threat intelligence collected from almost
1 billion mailboxes worldwide and is designed to deliver a detection rate of over
99% with very few false positives, as well as fast response to real-time threats.

ANTI-PHISHING AND PROTECTION AGAINST TARGETED EMAIL ATTACKS
As the number and sophistication of phishing emails continue to grow, businesses
need to ensure that their email security includes detection, analysis and prevention
of such attacks. Advanced Email Protection helps organizations detect, analyze
and prevent spear-phishing and other targeted threats before they reach your
mailboxes. This anti-phishing protection is designed to flag suspicious mail, identify
spoofing and analyze email content and sender identity for signs of fraud and
impersonation.

POINT-OF-CLICK PROTECTION AGAINST MALICIOUS LINKS IN EMAILS
http://link.com

Targeted and spear-phishing attacks often bypass existing security controls by
embedding malicious links within email messages. LinkSafe™ URL Protection
provides “zero hour” protection against known, unknown and emerging email
threats. This technology rewrites all URLs within inbound mail and performs a realtime scan of the target site every time the link is clicked by the end-user to prevent
users from accessing phishing sites or webpages containing malicious code.

DATA LOSS PREVENTION AND OUTBOUND EMAIL PROTECTION
Business-critical email communication often involves sensitive data. Therefore,
businesses need visibility and control over email leaving their organization.
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) offers outbound email protection for businesses from
negligent or accidental leakage of sensitive or proprietary data. Administrators
can block outbound mail that violates pre-determined policies before it leaves
your organization.

COMPREHENSIVE IT ADMINISTRATOR CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY WITH
VISIBLE POLICIES
Small and medium-sized businesses are often faced with a lack of resources
and security expertise that leads to an inability to effectively deploy and manage
email security solutions. That can leave the door open to attacks. Advanced Email
Protection provides an intuitive interface that makes this solution easy to use for
businesses of all sizes. Administrators have broad control over how fraudulent or
suspicious mail is being handled and are able to define company-wide, group and
user level policies.

J.D. Power 2020 Certified Assisted Technical Program, developed in conjunction with TSIA.
Based on successful completion of an audit and exceeding a customer satisfaction benchmark
for assisted support operations. For more information, visit www.jdpower.com or www.tsia.com.
Intermedia Unite, SecuriSync, VoIP Scout, AnyMeeting and HostPilot are either trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intermedia.net, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries.
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